
if a story like a river. loose and fretful, twine. if a story with debris and 
froth, pulling from the banks as it comes, never the same twice, step in 
and be renewed. if glass-bottomed boats and red-dotted fishes. if 
another line just under the surface, if you can't see without drowning, if 
sometimes in storm, sometimes becalmed. if each person carries her 
own boat, dam, leaf. cutting its own way through or swept along and 
over the cliff, story as waterfall and prismed light, story as gravity. 

 
  



story as the shape and pull of things to come. as tide, as tidings. the 
soldier stopped to help the old woman not because he was kind but 
because he was printed. he had seen terrible things, he wanted to tell 
her but instead put his hand on her stomach. shock of skin. dogs 
waiting underground, resting in the dark. the moment he decided on 
betrayal was not the moment he saw gold but the moment the old 
woman looked through him. to become glass; to become character. 

 
  



it goes like this. a girl is a forest. or: can a man be ever intent. or: her 
brothers are drawing in the hall. or: he never touched her. or: her 
memory is a cloud of swans. 
 
 
outside in the hall her brothers’ voices become wind, become slope, 
become the threat of rain. to turn oneself inside out, like empty 
pockets; to prove it.  
 
 
the soldier hears them breathing but has no context. 
 
 
naming as he comes. 

 
  



the story continues on its own, intent, limping toward water or a nearby 
road. she can see it in the distance, in one version calls out, in another 
doesn't, standing barefoot on the porch. we eat the same fruit, follow 
the same thoughts of shade, but we are different creatures and the 
difference cannot be sustained or distracted. the story tries to move 
forward, falls, circles back and tries again. she stands on floorboards. 
she doesn't know the way either, couldn't help if she wanted to, but 
slowly descends and heads toward it. to keep a story company; to give 
it shade. 

 


